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Abstract 

Pavement is the durable surface material laid down on an area intended 

to sustain vehicular or foot traffic, such as a road or walkway. In the 

past, gravel road surfaces, cobblestone and granite setts were 

extensively used, but these surfaces have mostly been replaced by 

asphalt or concrete laid on a compacted base course. Road surfaces are 

frequently marked to guide traffic. Flexible pavement are preferred over cement concrete roads 

as they have a great advantage that these can be strengthened and improved in stages with the 

growth of traffic and also their surfaces can be milled and recycled for rehabilitation. The 

flexible pavements are less expensive also with regard to initial investment and maintenance. 

Although Rigid pavement is expensive but have less maintenance and having good design 

period. The economic part is carried out for the design pavement of a section by using the result 

obtain by design method and their corresponding component layer thickness. 
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Introduction 

Roads are the major channel of transportation for carrying goods and passengers. They play a 

significant role in improving the socio-economic standards of a region. Roads constitute the most 

important mode of communication in areas where railways have not developed much and form 

the basic infra structure for the development and economic growth of the country. The benefits 

from the investment in road sector are indirect, long-term and not immediately visible. Roads are 

important assets for any nation. However, merely creating these assets is not enough, it has to be 

planned carefully and a pavement which is not designed properly deteriorates fast. India is a 

large country having huge resource of materials. If these local materials are used properly, the 

cost of construction can be reduced. 

Types of pavement: There are various type of pavements depending upon the materials used. A 

briefs description of all types is given here. 


